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Abstract 

 

Speech-in-noise (SiN) perception is a critical aspect of natural listening, deficits in which are a major 

contributor to the hearing handicap in cochlear hearing loss. Studies suggest that SiN perception correlates 

with cognitive skills, particularly phonological working memory: the ability to hold and manipulate 

phonemes or words in mind. We consider here the idea that SiN perception is linked to a more general 

ability to hold sound objects in mind, auditory working memory, irrespective of whether the objects are 

speech sounds. This process might help combine foreground elements, like speech, over seconds to aid their 

separation from the background of an auditory scene.  

We investigated the relationship between auditory working memory precision and SiN thresholds in 

listeners with normal hearing. We used a novel paradigm that tests auditory working memory for non-

speech sounds that vary in frequency and amplitude modulation (AM) rate. The paradigm yields measures 

of precision in frequency and AM domains, based on the distribution of subjects’ estimates of the target. 

Across participants, frequency precision, but not AM precision, correlated significantly with SiN thresholds. 

Frequency precision also correlated with number of years of musical training. Measures of phonological 

working memory did not correlate with SiN detection ability. 

Our results demonstrate a specific relationship between working memory for frequency and SiN. We 

suggest that working memory for frequency facilitates the identification and tracking of foreground objects 

like speech during natural listening. Working memory performance for frequency also correlated with years 

of musical instrument experience suggesting that the former is potentially modifiable.  
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Introduction 

Speech-in-noise (SiN) perception is the ability to identify spoken words when background noise is present. 

Deficits in SiN are one of the most common problems in patients with cochlear hearing loss, but there has 

been increasing interest in cognitive abilities that determine SiN perception1,2. Akeroyd2 summarised studies 

describing the relationship of cognitive measures to speech-in-noise performance. Phonological working 

measures such as the reading span and digit span were found to have an effect on SiN detection after 

accounting for hearing loss. However, other studies have suggested that phonological working memory only 

comes into play in older participants or when a participant has high-frequency hearing loss3. 

We consider here the idea that more fundamental forms of working memory that apply to all sounds, 

including speech, are relevant to SiN perception. From first principles, the ability to hold in mind sound 

features that are characteristic of particular sources, including voices, might aid SiN perception by allowing 

sequential outputs from a particular source to be combined. Previous work has shown that fundamental 

auditory grouping processes involved in separating non-speech figures from an acoustic background (‘figure-

ground perception’) explains a sizable portion of individual differences in SiN ability4; however, not all of the 

variance in SiN was accounted for by these processes. The current work investigates another aspect of 

auditory cognition that might help to account for individual differences in SiN ability: auditory working 

memory for frequency and amplitude modulation. These working memory and figure-ground perception 

measures both allow robust psychophysical characterisation with the potential to predict SiN in a way that is 

independent of language and education.  

In this work, we measured the precision of working memory for the frequency and modulation rate of 

amplitude-modulated narrowband sounds. Our measures of precision were quantified by the distributions 

of participants’ responses. This approach has been developed from models of working memory initially 

developed in the visual domain, in which working memory is treated as a finite resource that can be 

distributed over multiple objects with a degree of precision determined by the number of objects5. The 

approach allows the calculation of a measure of the degree of precision (the reciprocal of the standard 

deviation of participants’ estimates) that can be used with parametric statistics. Previous work in the 

auditory system also supports the use of a resource model applied to frequency and amplitude modulation 

rate in this way6. We were interested to investigate potential differences between frequency as a property 

of sources (like voices) and modulation rate as a property of events (like words), where the linking of source 

characteristics might better predict SiN ability. 

We recruited 36 participants with normal hearing, defined by a strict criterion of audiometric thresholds ≤ 

15 dB HL in either ear at octave frequencies between 0.25 and 8 kHz. We measured thresholds for reporting 

sentences from a closed-set speech corpus spoken by a male talker in the presence of 16-talker babble. 

Given that previous studies have reported relationships between SiN and phonological working memory2, 

audiometric thresholds
4,7

, and age
2
, we examined these relationships in addition to working memory 

precision. In addition, we asked participants about their musical training history, which we predicted might 

relate to SiN or to working memory ability. The idea that musicians have better SiN detection has been 

controversial8–10, with recent evidence suggesting this is not related to SiN detection directly7. However, the 

additional cognitive demands of working memory tasks might be more relevant to musical listening.  

We found that SiN thresholds correlate with the precision of working memory for frequency (between 400 

and 1000 Hz), but not with the precision of WM for AM or phonological WM. This was stronger for higher 

sounds with a higher frequency range (700 to 1000 Hz). The precision of WM for frequency also correlates 

with years of musical training, raising the idea that this could be a trainable skill.  
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Results 

 

Relationship between SiN and hearing thresholds 

We tested the relationship between audiometric thresholds at 4–8 kHz and SiN thresholds. We found a 

significant correlation (r = 0.40, p = 0.016) between SiN and audiometric thresholds when all participants—

regardless of hearing status—were included in the analysis. However, after excluding 3 participants with 

mild hearing loss, the relationship was not significant (r = 0.31, p = 0.176). The audiometric thresholds for 

the remaining participants at 4-9 kHzranged from -5.8 to 14.2 dB HL with a mean value of 7.1 dB HL and 

standard deviation of 5.0 dB HL. 

 

Relationship between SiN and auditory WM 

Figure 1 shows the relationships between SiN performance and the auditory WM precision measures. SiN 

thresholds correlated significantly with the precision measure of auditory WM for frequency (r = -0.350, p = 

0.048) (Fig 1A). The correlation was greater for high frequency stimuli (r = -0.35, p = 0.046) than low 

frequency stimuli (r = -0.31, p = 0.076). However, there was no significant difference between the 

correlation coefficients of the low and high frequency values and SiN performance (t = 1.442, p = 0.158). AM 

precision (r = -0.10, p = 0.580) (Fig 1B) did not correlate significantly with SiN performance but there was no 

significant difference in the correlation coefficients between the frequency and AM metrics and SiN 

performance (t = 0.415, p = 0.150).  

We used multiple regression to determine the contributions of peripheral and central auditory measures as 

done previously in a larger cohort4. A model including hearing thresholds and auditory WM precision for 

frequency (r = -0.35, r2 change = 0.005, p-value change = 0.065) or AM (r = -0.10, r2 change = 0.034, p-value 

change = 0.002) showed only a marginal increase in variance explained than with the WM measures alone. 

As AM WM precision was not a significant predictor of SiN alone, we did not combine the WM measures in a 

linear model. 

 

Relationship between SiN and phonological working memory measures 

We used conventional forward and backward digit span measures of phonological working memory. We 

tested the relationship between scores on these tests and SiN thresholds. The results of these correlations—

and of correlations with intelligence and reasoning scores—are displayed in Table 1. Crucially, the forward (r 

= -0.12, p = 0.490) and backward (r = -0.32, p = 0.069) digit span measures did not correlate significantly with 

SiN thresholds. The only significant correlation with SiN thresholds was pre-morbid intelligence (r = -0.50, p 

= 0.003), as measured using the Weschler Test of Adult Reading. 

We also examined the relationships between these measures and auditory working memory (see Table S1). 

Both forward (r = 0.36, p = 0.027; Fig 2A) and backward (r = 0.50, p = 0.002; Fig 2B) digit span correlated with 

the precision of WM for frequency, but neither correlated with the precision of WM for AM (forward span: r 

= 0.14, p = 0.415; backward span: r = 0.27, p = 0.109) 
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Table 1.  

R-values and P-values for correlations between speech-in-noise detection ability, auditory working memory 

and Neuropsychometric scores. Pre-morbid intelligence was measured using the Weschler Test of Adult 

Reading. Non-verbal reasoning was measured using the Block Design subsection of the Weschler Adult 

Intelligence Scale 3. Delayed verbal recall was measured using the List Learning A set from the  Weschler 

Adult Intelligence Scale 3. Asterisks indicate statistically significant correlations and all results have been 

corrected for multiple comparisons. 

 

 SiN Detection Frequency AWM AM AWM 

Forward Digit 

Span 

-0.12 -0.490 0.36 0.027* 0.14 0.420 

Backward 

Digit Span 

-0.32 0.069 0.50 0.002* 0.27 0.110 

Pre-morbid 

Intelligence 

-0.50 -0.003* 0.29 0.082 0.22 0.191 

Non-verbal 

Reasoning 

0.10 0.590 0.31 0.059 0.19 0.260 

Delayed 

Verbal Recall 

-0.04 -0.810 -0.10 0.560 0.10 0.560 

 

 

Relationships with age and years of musical experience 

We tested the effect of age on the two auditory WM precision metrics: frequency and AM. Age did not 

satisfy the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality and so we used Spearman’s rank correlations for this variable.  

Age correlated positively with hearing thresholds (ρ = 0.60, p < 0.001), but it did not correlate significantly 

with SiN thresholds (ρ = 0.07, p = 0.717), frequency WM precision (ρ = -0.33, p = 0.44) or AM WM precision 

(ρ = -0.04, p = 0.816). 

We documented musical training for each participant as the self-reported number of years (years from 

starting to stopping playing an instrument or to current date if they were still playing) a participant has 

played a musical instrument. Participants who did not play an instrument were coded as zero. This showed a 

significant correlation with frequency WM precision (r = 0.60, p < 0.001; Fig 3) but not AM WM precision (r = 

0.18, p = 0.279). Their correlation coefficients were also significantly different statistically using the Steiger 

method(t = 2.43, p < 0.05). There was no significant correlation between SiN perfomance and musical years 

(r = -0.25, p = 0.16). 
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Fig 1. Relationships between SiN performance and the auditory WM measures. Black dots show the results from individual 

participants and the black lines show the least squares lines of best fit. The grey shaded areas show the 95% confidence intervals. (A)

Better SiN ability (lower thresholds) is significantly correlated with higher frequency WM precision (r = -0.35, p = 0.048). (B) There is 

no significant association between SiN ability and AM WM precision (r = -0.10, p = 0.580).  

 

A B 

) 
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Fig 2. Relationships between precision of WM for frequency and phonological WM. (A) Forward digit span (r = 0.36, p = 0.027) and 

(B) backward digit span (r = 0.50, p = 0.002). 

 

A B 
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Fig 3. Positive correlation between the number of years a participant has played a musical instrument and frequency WM precision 

(r = 0.60, p < 0.001).  
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Discussion 

 

We provide evidence that auditory WM for frequency is an important factor in SiN perception. In this study, 

WM precision for frequency, but not AM, correlated significantly with thresholds for reporting sentences in 

multi-talker babble. The association with frequency precision highlights the importance of frequency cues in 

the perception of target speech from background noise. In contrast to some previous studies, peripheral 

audiometric hearing measures4 and phonological working memory11 measures were not significantly 

associated with SiN. In addition, performance in the WM task for frequency precision correlated with years 

of musical training, potentially implicating musical ability as a modifiable factor for auditory WM.  

 

SiN and hearing loss 

Previous studies have identified that hearing loss, as measured by the pure-tone audiogram, is a strong 

correlate of SiN ability among people with hearing loss8, and may also explain some of the variability in SiN 

performance among people who have audiometric thresholds at clinically measured frequencies (0.25–8 

kHz) in the normal hearing range
4
. Whilst evidence shows that hearing loss is predominantly due to loss of 

outer hair cells in the cochlea, some animal studies have shown that post-mortem measures of cochlear 

synaptopathy may explain deficits in complex tasks like SiN11. The relevance of cochlear synaptopathy to 

humans has been debated and these findings have not been replicated13. Although pure-tone audiometric 

thresholds may be used synonymously with ‘hearing loss’, this test measures tone-sensitivity in quiet, which 

is different from SiN. For example, even when tone-sensitivity thresholds are corrected by a hearing aid, up 

to 15% of people report difficulty when communicating in noisy environments
11

. Given that neuroimaging 

studies demonstrate that SiN perception evokes cortical activity, peripheral damage may be anatomically 

distinct from some SiN deficits12.  

Here, we were interested in SiN in people with normal hearing and we utilised a stringent criterion to 

exclude participants with mild tone sensitivity impairment in the high-frequency range. We did not measure 

audiometric thresholds above 8 kHz, which may have some effect on SiN
13,14 

because these thresholds are 

not measured routinely in clinical practice. Although, there was a relationship between high-frequency (4–8 

kHz) audiometric thresholds and SiN in the full sample, consistent with the results of Holmes and Griffiths4, 

we did not find a significant correlation between audiometric hearing thresholds and SiN performance after 

excluding participants with audiometric thresholds > 15 dB HL. This may be because our participants were 

younger than in that previous experiment. One previous experiment that used a similar age range found no 

correlation
17

, and one previous experiment that used a similar threshold criterion found no correlation
18

. In 

addition, our sample size was smaller than the experiment reported by Holmes and Griffiths4 and therefore 

the absence of a correlation may be explained by lower power for detecting significant correlations, 

particularly after excluding participants.  

 

SiN performance and auditory working memory  

The novel auditory WM tasks used here tested specific aspects of WM and did not include any linguistic 

aspects, which could affect performance. We found that frequency WM precision correlated significantly 

with SiN thresholds, but AM WM precision did not. However, the difference in correlations between 

frequency precision and SiN, and AM and SiN was not statistically significant. Our findings indicate that 

people who are best able to track frequency over time, arguably a source property (as opposed to the 

temporal envelope related to events), have an advantage in SiN perception.  
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There is little information on how higher precision for frequency may aid SiN perception, but clues can be 

drawn from some previous studies. Previous studies using a small number of competing talkers have shown 

that talkers who are separated from maskers in fundamental frequency are more intelligible than talkers 

who are closer in pitch to maskers26,27. Thus, at a broad scale, it seems plausible that the ability to hold 

frequency information in memory contributes to speech intelligibility. The frequency of sounds in an 

auditory scene may also help group them into an auditory object and the precision at which one may be 

able to do this over time could aid the sequential segregation needed for successful SiN perception
22

. We 

may have expected AM WM to correlate with SiN. However, it is worth noting here that the SiN masker we 

used was 16-talker babble and therefore contained less prominent AM than a single-talker masker. AM WM 

may potentially come into play when a fluctuating masker means that temporal glimpses of the target are 

more prevalent. 

We designed our task to specifically test auditory WM and attempted to minimise the influence of 

perception during the matching phase of the task. For example, both the frequency and AM rate could only 

be altered by a step increment of either +2% or -2% in the matching phase of a trial, which is above the 

discrimination thresholds for frequency and AM rate23. However, we did not formally measure the 

difference limens for each participant. Further work is needed to study how frequency discrimination is 

related to working memory precision with our task. This may also be relevant for participants with tone 

deafness who may have lower perceptual thresholds that the normal population and may therefore have 

been impaired in our task. 

We suspect that the WM measures used here tap into different processes than the fundamental grouping 

processes measured by Holmes and Griffiths
4
. Those processes are carried out over hundreds of 

milliseconds as opposed to the working memory precision examined here that examines a process carried 

out over seconds. It will be interesting in future studies to examine the extent to which the figure ground 

task and auditory working memory tasks explain separate variance in SiN.   

 

SiN performance and cognitive measures 

Several studies have shown that that cognitive function is correlated with SiN ability
19,20

. These studies have 

found relevance in measures of fluid intelligence, processing speed, and working memory batteries. A large 

UK Biobank looked at correlations between the Triple-Digits Task (TDT), as a measure of SiN, and the above 

measures in half a million participants in midlife. They found a significant relationship with all cognitive 

measures independent of tone-sensitivity, as age increases from 40 to 70 years. A large meta-analysis27 

looking at the link between cognitive function and SiN perception found that when all cognitive domains and 

SiN perception tasks were collapsed across all studies, the overall effect of cognitive function correlated with 

an r-value of 0.31. Inhibitory control, WM, episodic memory and processing speed were all deemed to be 

important correlates of SiN. 

From first principles, there are multiple cognitive factors that one might conceive could affect SiN 

perception. A listener must attend to the correct auditory stream, then track and remember this over time. 

There may also be top-down effects of language which may help anticipate and resolve any ambiguities that 

are encountered. However, the extent to which individual differences in these cognitive abilities relate to 

individual differences in speech-in-noise perception among young and healthy participants is equivocal. A 

review by Akeroyd2 suggested that no single test produces reliable correlations, although there is perhaps a 

more reliable link with phonological WM than with other measures. 

We found that verbal tests of premorbid intelligence correlated significantly with SiN performance. 

However, non-verbal measures, such as block design, did not correlate and neither did measures of long-
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term memory, such as list learning (see Table 1). This is consistent with evidence suggesting that linguistic 

experience can have an effect on speech discrimination due to advantages in lexical access
21

. Previous work 

has shown a wide variation when measures of crystallised intelligence have been used. The overall pooled 

association to SiN perception tasks that have been used in the literature was 0.19, however, this increased 

when SiN tasks which required a listener to correctly identify sentences, as opposed to words, was used. 

Within this meta-analysis, one study found a much stronger correlation than ours of 0.70 when the scores 

from vocabulary section of participants from the Weschler Adult Intelligence Scale was correlated with 

performance on a SiN perception task using a background of multi-talker babble with 20 speakers. However,  

some other studies have not found a significant relationship with tests of intelligence25,29. 

Considering phonological working memory tests, we found no correlation between SiN performance and 

forward or backward digit span although this has been identified as a significant correlate of SiN 

performance in large studies with participants who are older and/or have hearing loss
22

. Researchers have 

used a variety of tests, including the reading span, forward and backward digit span. Some but not all 

studies have found significant correlations between the reading span and SiN performance18,19. There have 

also been studies finding a positive association with the digit span and SiN measures25. Neither the forward 

or backward digit span correlated with SiN performance in our study but the strength of association 

between the backward digit span (r-value = 0.32) was similar to that in meta-analyses (r-value = 0.31)
27

. One 

was the reasons for this may be the smaller sample size of our participants compared to the studies 

discussed above. The fine-grained measure of WM precision may also be more sensitive to detecting trends 

that the traditional phonological measures. Additionally, the mean level of hearing loss in these studies was 

around 40 dB HL whereas it was 7.1 dB HL in our study, which could have influenced this finding as 

suggested by Füllgrabe and Rosen3.  

 

Role of musical instrument experience in working memory and SiN performance 

There is a large body of literature which has identified that musical instrument experience modulates 

cognitive ability. Playing a musical instrument has been associated with better global cognitive scores as one 

gets older26, whereas this relationship is absent in musicians not actively playing an instrument. A twin study 

has also shown that those who played an instrument were less likely to get dementia than their sibling27. 

Musical training involves the simultaneous use of auditory, motor and visuospatial abilities and these use of 

these abilities in tandem over time may have general protective effects on the brain. 

Although our auditory working memory task for frequency precision requires the maintenance and 

comparison of tones in the musical range, over seconds, it does not include other aspects of music including 

melody or rhythm. However, playing music does require a sustained period of working memory for sound 

which is reflected in our task. Therefore, performance in our task may have been directly related to this. 

Further work is necessary to clarify whether the nature of musical expertise, the intensity of training and/or 

the type of instrument that is learned affects frequency working memory precision. 

Musical training has also been linked specifically with better SiN performance and frequency discrimination 

although this is controversial
9,26,27,37

. A study by Parbery-Clark et al.
35

 found that years of musical experience 

correlated with phonological working memory and frequency discrimination, as well as SiN. It is worth 

noting that their frequency discrimination task may contain elements of working memory. They used an 

adaptive paradigm to obtain a threshold for identifying the ‘higher’ sound out of two tones played in a 

sequences. Although this is described as a perceptual task, this task requires participants to maintain both 

tones over a few seconds, and compare them in memory (however, explicit details about timing are not 

mentioned in the study). It is plausible that the expertise gained from musical training in analysing and 
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attending to auditory streams on a background of different music is transferable into more general and non-

musical domains of SiN perception and cognition. To this end, further work is needed to establish whether 

expertise in attending to auditory streams of music in a background of other music (i.e. playing an 

instrument in an orchestra) adds an advantage above doing so without background music (i.e. soloists). 

However, there is other work that has not found a direct link between musical ability and SiN37. 

 

Conclusions 

We present a novel auditory working memory paradigm that acts as a sensitive correlate of SiN 

performance. We show that the precision of working memory for frequency is significantly related to SiN 

performance in people with normal audiometric thresholds at standard clinical frequencies. Frequency 

precision, but not AM precision, correlates with phonological working memory and the former is a better 

predictor of SiN ability. Additionally we found that years of musical training was a strong predictor of the 

precision of working memory for frequency.   
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Methods 

 

Participants 

36 participants (12 male, age range 18–53) were recruited from the Institute of Neuroscience, Newcastle 

University participant database. Participants had a mean age of 28.5 years with a standard deviation of 10 

years. None of the participants had a significant neurological or psychiatric diagnosis. Participants were 

compensated for their time at the rate of £10 an hour.  

This study was approved by the Newcastle University Research Ethics Committee. 

 

Audiometry 

All participants underwent a pure-tone audiogram to quantify any clinically relevant hearing loss. We 

measured thresholds at octave frequencies between 0.25 and 8 kHz (inclusive) in accordance with BD EN ISO 

8253-I (British Society of Audiology, 2004). Three participants were excluded due to mild hearing loss, 

defined as thresholds > 15 dB HL at any of the tested frequencies in either ear.  High frequency averages (4–

8 kHz) were used in subsequent analyses. 

 

Experimental Methods 

Participants underwent neuropsychological tests including the Weschler Test of Adult Reading (WTAR); List 

Learning from the BIRT Memory and Information Processing Battery; Forward, Reverse Digit Span and Block 

Design from the Weschler Adult Intelligence Scale 3 Test Battery.  

Auditory tasks were performed in a sound-proof room in the Auditory Laboratory, Institute of Neuroscience, 

Newcastle University. These consisted of a SiN task and novel auditory WM tasks. Stimuli were presented 

through circumaural headphones (Sennheiser HD 201) at 70 dB A. All tasks were programmed and 

developed using the Cogent package in MATLAB and the PsychoPy module in Python35.  

The SiN task was completed in two separate blocks, which each contained 2 interleaved runs. Each run 

contained different target sentences. Participants heard target sentences simultaneously with 16-talker 

babble. The babble began 500ms before the sentence began and ended 500ms after it ended. A different 

segment of babble was presented on each trial. Target sentences had the form <name> <verb> <number> 

<adjective> <noun> and participants were asked to report the five words from the sentence by clicking 

words (10 options for each word) on a screen in any order. A 1-up, 1-down adaptive paradigm was 

implemented with a starting signal-to-noise ratio of 0 dB. Step sizes decreased from 2 dB to 0.5 dB after 3 

reversals and each run terminated after 10 reversals. The last 6 reversals were used to calculate the 

threshold for each run, and the thresholds for the 4 runs were averaged to calculate the SiN measure for 

each participant. 

The auditory WM task tests working memory precision for pure tones that differ in their frequency (400–

1000 Hz), amplitude-modulation rate (4–16 Hz) and both dimensions in three separate tasks, each 

containing 100 trials. On each trial, participants were played two sounds with an inter-stimulus interval of 1–

4 seconds. Their task was to match the frequency or AM of the second sound to the first. They  were 

instructed to press the left and right arrow keys on a keyboard to alter the percept (by varying the frequency 

or AM rate) of the sound until they perceived that the second sound was the same as the first. For example, 

for the frequency-matching task, the left arrow key would decrease the frequency and the right would 
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increase the frequency, leading to a different pitch percept. Changes in frequency took place in steps of 2% 

which is above the perceptual threshold for sound discrimination. Changes in AM rate took place in steps of 

1 Hz, which in pilot studies was easily discriminated. In the task in which both frequency and AM rate could 

change, left and right arrow keys altered the frequency, whereas up and down arrow keys altered the AM 

rate. Performance on each trial was evaluated as the error (i.e., difference) between the parameter of the 

first sound and that of the perceptually matched second sound. The precision was calculated across trials as 

the inverse of the standard deviation in error. The participants performed each task in 2 blocks, and the 

blocks from the three tasks were pseudorandomly interleaved. The order of these blocks was 

counterbalanced across participants, so that the order was matched as closely as possible between tasks. 

 

Data Analysis 

For the pure-tone audiogram, a 2-frequency average at 4–8 kHz across the left and right ears was used for 

the analyses. For neuropsychological tests, we entered absolute scores into the analysss. For the SiN task, 

we took the mean of thresholds in the 4 runs.  

We used Pearson’s correlation coefficients to assess relationships between the variables of interest, except 

where the assumptions were violated, as indicated in the results section. The Bonferonni method was used 

to adjust the p-values for statistical significance. The Steiger method was used to test a difference in 

correlation coefficients. All analyses was performed in Python 3.0 using the SciPy package and the Jupyter 

Lab module.  
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